
REGROUP FORHOSPITALS Regrou� 
Mass Notification 

EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION IS VITAL FOR SUCCESSFUL HOSPITAL OPERATIONS 

Whether collaborating with others on a patient's treatment plan or responding to a mass casualty 

event, Regroup provides the secure solutions hospitals need to offer the best patient care possible. 

Our system can be used for both emergencies and day-to-day operations, providing clinical 

communications that reduce costs and improve patient outcomes 

"We recently had a bomb threat and team leaders experienced no problems 

using Regroup for collaborating response efforts and issuing alerts." 

David Beltran - Director of Security and Emergency Management Coordinator,

Memorial Hospital of Sweetwater County, Wyoming 

HOW HOSPITALS USE REGROUP 

Regroup's platform makes it easy to alert employees and patients without compromising 

patient privacy. Our many hospital network clients use Regroup for: 

Notifying everyone Enacting Infectious disease Alert staff about 

about evacuations medical lockdowns outbreaks missing patients 

Reach on-call staff to Send training and Collaborating on ... and 

fill or cancel shifts certification reminders patient care plans much more 

I
Enhance your communications strategy, improve your operational efficiency,and keep everyone 

safe with Regroup Mass Notification. 

Schedule a dem� to _learn �ore a�out how �eg�oup can help 
I www.regroup.com/demohealthcare organ1zat1ons with their commun1cat1on needs. 



MASS NOTIFICATION DESIGNE D WITH HOSPITALS IN MIND 

Regroup's unique features enable you to communicate efficiently every day and respond to critical 

events quickly to ensure continuity of operations and patient safety, even across large medical 

campuses and when your workforce is dispersed. 

I Our platform makes it easy to alert employees of evacuations, medical lockdowns, 

infectious disease outbreaks, missing patients, and more without compromising patient 

privacy. 

$ Quick Post Templates: Create unlimited templates that can be sent with 2-clicks in the event of a 

natural disaster, bomb threat, active shooter, or any other emergency you want to prepare for 

$ Conference Bridging: Quickly convene doctors, nurses, and other personnel to collaborate on 

patient care or other plans 

O Unlimited Groups: Notify personnel by role, department, shift, and more with unlimited groups in 

the system and flexible messaging options 

O Reach Everyone, Everywhere: Send messages by text/sms, voice calls, email, desktop alerts, and 

through PA systems, digital signage, and other pre-installed hardware at any facility 

O Two-Way Messaging: Get on-scene updates to inform your security and response teams on how 

to best protect patients and staff 

$ Automated Severe Weather Alerts: Receive alerts from FEMA's Integrated Public Alert & Warning 

System (/PAWS), NOAA & the National Weather System (NWS), ShakeAlert early earthquake 

warnings, and more 

I Our platform was built to be robust and reliable, for every application. Combine that with our 

unlimited training and 24-hour client support and it's easy to see why Regroup is the most trusted 

name in mass notification solutions. 

Schedule a demo to learn more about how Regroup can help 

Ihealthcare organizations with their communication needs. 


